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The Foam Rangers

Brewsletter Urquell
Special points of interest:
>

Enjoy some homebrew, it’s the Holidays!

>

It’s never too early to start brewing for next year’s competitions.

At each monthly meeting we celebrate and
study a different beer style with the
Beer of the Month.
Join us!
On the 3rd Friday of the month at 7PM

From the Editor
By Alex Cresswell

Volume 32, Issue 12

My deepest gratitude goes out to
all this year Occifers who regularly contributed to the brewsletter, the Wee Wazoo, Bev, Jaime
“B”, and David. Your contributions have been outstanding,
and the quality of the Brewsletter
has much to do with the expertise, wisdom, and knowledge
that you provide. Also thank you
to everyone who contributed pictures. Many of your contributions
(Continued on page 6)

January

Porters & Stouts

February

Barley Wines & Holiday Brews

March

Belgium & Fruit Beers

April

Homebrew ( with some Brown,
Old & Scotch Ales)

May

Bocks

June

Wheat & Rye Beers

July

Pilsners & Kölsch (Pool Party!)

August

Pale Ales & Bitters

September

Oktoberfest

October

Dixie Cup Beers

November

Amber Ales & IPAs

December

Homebrewers Christmas Party

Out of the Wazoo
By Jaime Robles, Grand
Wazoo
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First off, I would
like to once
again ask everyone to raise
their pint for David Cato. We
lost a great
member of our
Foam Ranger
family this past
month. Many of us did not have the
pleasure of meeting him in person,
which is truly unfortunate. While mainly
in the background in the recent years,
he had a great presence and impact to

our club. Dixie Cup database system?
Email, membership database, website
hosting, fielding odd IT requests at random times for nothing at all? Yeah,
that was all him. Cato, wherever you
are, make yourself comfy and save
some barleywine for us.
I guess I’m supposed to be giving some
sort of “parting words” but I’m not really
going anywhere. So instead, I’ll recap
the awesome year we had as a club
and use up some of this white space.
No one reads this anyway, right?
Membership – Boy, has the club
grown!!! I wish I could provide some
numbers but our member database is
(Continued on page 6)
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BOM
Being Secondary
isn't just about
pouring beer at
meetings or being
the backup in case
the Grand Wazoo
cannot fulfill his or
her role as the
club's leader. It's
actually an educational role, one
that helps our
membership to
learn about beer.
The beers chosen
for a given meeting may initially seem to be random samplings from the shelves at Spec's, but they
are chosen specifically to represent the
many aspects of a given BJCP Style and to
provide a standard for members to evaluate
and judge their own beers against.
Making a good tasting beer is easy, but
making a good beer that also conforms to a

When Will I Become a Real Brewer? Part 1 of 2
--J9 Weber, Scrivener
I’ve been brewing for
over 4 years now, starting, like many of us with
beer kits involving malt
extract, moving up to
modifying the tried and
true recipes, and eventually getting into all-grain.
I keep hoping that I’ve
learned how to do it –
how to not screw up a
batch by contaminating it
or by failing to manage the temperature at the critical
times. But new and interesting mistakes continue to
plague my brewing. I’ve read over 20 books, scores of
articles, tasted the various types of off-flavors and aromas and learned about their origins, studied most of
the beer styles, judged many beers, and have invested
considerable effort and time tasting commercial beers
(yeah, well someone’s gotta do it). All this is on top of a
science background with a good grounding in chemistry. And yet…. another batch of mine just turned out
not as I had hoped for.

style is more challenging. "Tastes great!" (…as
long as it's not followed by "Less Filling!") is always
good to hear when someone tries your beer. But
what if they say "That's a great stout" when you
were trying to make a brown ale? Do you trust they
know what a stout (or brown ale) tastes like? In
our club, anyone who attends meetings regularly
should at least have a general idea about what defines certain styles, because they have probably
tried it during a meeting. That basic knowledge of
style is what the Secondary’s primary role is
about… Giving you the basics.
One of the greatest things about beer is that it's so
incredibly versatile. Yet it's also a curse when it
comes to hitting a style parameter. Despite having
just four simple ingredients: malt, hops, yeast and
water, a brewer can create an almost infinite variety of beers. Ergo, the question that follows any
brew day is: What exactly did you make? The truth
of the matter is, you really won't know until the
yeast has done its job and converted your wort into
beer. Yes, you can evaluate certain metrics during
and after the brew day. Original gravity and color
(Continued on page 7)

How many mistakes do we have to make before we finally reach a point where we Master this skill/art/
obsession? Every time I think I’ve made all the mistakes
there are, that I’ve learned the hard lessons and have
taken the appropriate steps to not ever let that happen
again, some new baffling variation of failure occurs. So
what did I do this time, you might be wondering? We’ll
go over it in gorey detail below. Reviewing what happened makes me realize how many places there are in
the process where things can go wrong and also how
many variations of “wrong” there are! Come along with
me as I review this latest fiasco. (This turned into a rather long write-up, so it is broken into two parts, the second of which will come next month).
I was inspired to make an English Mild (category 11A)
that I was going to dub “Toasty English Muffin Brown.”
The first mistake almost came at the very beginning: I
was pulling leftover grains out of my cabinet intending to
use the chocolate malt in the all-grain recipe. Good
thing I decided to taste it before running it through the
mill. Yuck! It was harsh and unpleasant. One thing I’ve
learned is to NOT use any ingredient that doesn’t taste
good right from the start, because it won’t get any better
in the process (OK, this is only my personal opinion, but
I’m sticking to it). I quickly ran over to DeFalco’s to get
fresh grain. Crisis averted (temporarily).
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In Memoriam
Foam Ranger meetings. He became
Secondary in 1999 and then Grand Wazoo in 2000. David was always soft
spoken, but had a clear vision of what
the Foam Rangers were about and never wavered in his desire to make the
club better and more competitive. He
also spent a few years as our Brewsletter editor, which is one of the most
thankless jobs in the club. He was a
very good brewer, winning consistently
at the Dixie Cup and was an expert at
Bavarian-style wheat beers. His recipe
for Imperial Texas Brown ale remains a
favorite of mine to this day.

David Cato
1964-2012
David Cato, a long time Foam Ranger,
passed away unexpectedly a few
weeks ago. David wasn’t well known to
newer members, as he had been living
in Portland, Oregon for
roughly a decade, yet everyone who got an e-mail
from the Foam Rangers
lists, browsed our website,
or entered the Dixie Cup
owed a debt of thanks to
David. As our club’s de
facto Chief Technology Officer, he hosted and administered our e-mail lists,
website and designed the
Dixie Cup database.
I first met David in 1997,
when I attended my first

Even when he left Texas for Oregon he
continued to serve the Foam Rangers,
putting up with our annual barrage of
questions and requests for database
improvements. His skills with technology and coding made our database
among the best available to any competition, greatly easing the work of running
one of the country’s largest homebrew
competitions.
David will be missed by those of us who
remember long Saturday evenings at
the Timberwolf, drinking Red Seal and
eating peanuts. (Which
David couldn’t do, because
he was allergic to peanuts.) The club will miss
his expertise and willingness to attempt whatever
data feat we asked of him,
not to mention his clever
wit and ever ready Monty
Python quotes. Foam
Rangers don’t come much
better than David, so
please keep him, his family
and his cats in your
thoughts.
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No more beer for that one

Back where it belongs

Senior brewer Reilly gives a stump speech for Blackwood

It became
obvious
the Waz
was in for
impeachment

I should have seen this coming
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Hand in the cookie jar?

A swift victory to the new Brewsletter editor
Sorry but they bought my vote with this T-shirt

The Waz demonstrates proper polling technique

Damn I lost to Bev
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“work in progress” at the time. However, if you
look around, you will notice a lot of new faces;
each at different levels in their brewing development and with different talents. We have also
improved on the age and gender diversity of the
club! It’s so nice to see someone else wearing
skirts besides Bev.
New Headquarters – This was the first year of
the new-and-improved Super DeFalco’s location.
What a freaking awesome place. He even put up
a Michoacana next door for us! Somehow, Scott
renewed our “beer lease” to continue using his
joint as our HQ (barleywine must have been involved). Not sure if it’s luck or it’s that we are
just so awesome and good looking, but wherever
we go, they want us back. Luckily, Birdwell is
only footsteps away from a toilet. Sean…
Interwebs and all that IT stuff – So we have
PayPal. And a Facebook. And a Square. And
we may have some new website features coming
up soon. This has been a continuation from
what Was Waz Kyle and past/present occifers
had envisioned. The internet is not just for beer
pr0n anymore, folks. We will actually try to increase our web presence and allow for member
collaboration through our website by sharing tips,
recipes, and just random knowledge. By the
way, I heard that Future Waz Bev has offered to
buy everyone a 4G-enabled tablet device this
coming year. Bug him about it whenever you
can.
Homebrew – Thanks for making this homebrew
club an actual homebrew club. We went from
serving a couple of homebrew samples at the
start of the meetings to covering the entire counter with homemade concoctions. The quality and
variety of the beer being poured is outstanding.
But don’t worry. Dan will still pour an outstanding selection of commercial examples. And I
hear rumors that the Beer of the Month will be
more like Styles of the Month, with ciders and
meads making it into the rotation. Lastly, the
monthly club competition has been successful…
maybe a bit too successful. Stay tuned for some
changes regarding this in the coming year.
The Dixie Cup – Well, you know the outcome.
It’s back home where it belongs. Every time I
think about the feat of winning back, I get this
huge grin on my face accompanied with a strong
sense of pride and victory. Winning the Cup was

one of the main goals for my Wazoodom, and you
helped me accomplish that. What a showing. What a
battle. Without a doubt, every aspect of this last Dixie
Cup will go down in history. When Randy Mosher says
that you are his favorite club and that you have the
best women in homebrewing, I mean, how awesome is
that! And when you break…never mind.
For the Future – We have a strong momentum going
into 2013 - strong and diverse membership, new ideas,
fresh occifers (suckers!), and the taste of victory from
Dixie Cup. Let’s keep this going, folks. I’d like to see
more collaboration between club members, new and
old. Invite folks to brew. Send out the beer signal for a
few pints around town. And you know, it doesn’t always have to be about beer. Yes, that’s what we do in
the club but there’s more to us than just beer; and I’ve
learned that from talking to a lot of you this past year.
Attend more brew-ins. Maybe you won’t learn something but you may teach something. That’s another
way that you improve the club. But most importantly,
respect and protect the name of the Foam Rangers.
We are one of the most renowned clubs not only in
Texas, but in the nation. Be proud of that. Be conscious of that. Represent us well. “Foam Rangers train
at high gravity”. And remember, it’s not what the club
can do for you. It’s how fast can you refill the Was
Waz’s empty pint.
Of course, all this goes out the window if the Mayans
were right…….
It was a pleasure and a true honor to have been your
Wazoo. Stay classy, my friends.
Hasta la vista, beetches.
-Wee Waz Jaime (future ‘Wee Was Waz’ or ‘Was Wee
Waz’ or ‘Wee Waz that Was’ or ‘Was that a Wee Waz’)
PS – congrats to Nena and Sean. Can we host a brew
-in during the reception?
(Continued from page 1)

have graced these pages, and caused many a
laugh or smile. Thank you for your contribution. I
also have a special thanks to Milton, the undiscovered poet, for his epic about the brew-in that
almost flooded. It was a day to remember. Also to
Bev, thank you for your guidance with the Brewsletter, without it I would have been in for a bumpy
ride. To the new editor, Lindsey, I wish you the
best of luck, and any help that I can offer is yours.
As for me, I have plenty to tackle right now with
my new responsibilities for the IT needs of the
club.
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The real first mistake came during the mash. My
old mash tun (a typical 5-gal Rubbermaid cylindrical cooler) has been working fine for several
years. But after I dumped the spent grains of
English Mild into the bin, I noticed that the tun
was still heavy and that murky liquid was leaking
from the top seam. Upon closer inspection, it
turned out that the cooler had developed vertical
cracks in the inner lining and that the insulation
was soaked with God Knows What. Euwww.
OK, can this batch still be saved? Well, I figured,
it’s going to get boiled to kingdom come, so I kept
going with the brew. The boil went fine and I remembered to add all the hops and Whirlfloc at
the right times. The chiller coil went in at 20
minutes to flameout. All was well. And then after
flameout, I cranked on the hose to start the heat
exchange to cool the wort. Hmmm, why isn’t this
getting any cooler? Is my thermometer broken?
Try with second (spare) thermometer (a spare
thermometer is crucial because they will always
break when you are using them). The reading is
the same. Swirl chiller in wort. Water coming out
into the hot water bucket was hot, hot and still
hot. Hmmm. I went to adjust the hose pressure

(Continued from page 2)

are simple to check. That initial check allows
you to determine if you’ve hit the broadest parameters for the style. Even so, if you find you
have a 1.070 OG Kölsch, you may want to reevaluate your recipe and call it something different… like Malt Liquor!
Classifying something is all well and good, but
you can go entirely too far the other way as well.
I remember in my early Foam Ranger days being outraged that Samuel Adams created a
whole new “category” of beer when they made
their "Triple Bock." It wasn't a "bock" and it had
no logical reason to be considered an even
stronger Doppelbock, since it wasn’t a lager. I
mistakenly thought that being outside the guidelines was a bad thing. Fast forward to today
when a beer that goes to extremes or innovates
is far more likely to tempt me to try it than yet
another blonde ale or hefewiezen. However,
the price tag that goes with that “extreme beer”
also will sometimes dissuade me from trying it.
Enter the Secondary in a different role, explorer.
By finding beers that are new, offbeat or simply
not available locally, the Secondary gives you a
chance to know what is new and interesting

and when I touched the hose bib it felt warm –
too warm. Alarm!?! Why is my garden hose dispensing hot water? This is now an official cascading equipment failure! And visions of a huge
plumber’s bill jumps into my head.
How to chill the work? I went to Plan B: Chill the
wort some other way. I added as many ice cubes
from my freezer as I could without diluting the
wort too much (knowing that this could possibly
introduce contamination). I transferred it all to a
carboy and set that in a sink with ice water. The
damn thing just didn’t want to cool down enough
for me to pitch the yeast. I slapped an airlock
with a long blowoff tube on it, leading the tube to
a big yogurt bucket with StarSan in it (otherwise a
cooling mass of fluid could suck in the airlock
liquid…I’ve had that happen before) and decided
to wait until morning to pitch the yeast. All the
beginner books tell us to cool the wort quickly
and to pitch yeast as soon as possible to prevent
invasion of unwelcome wee beasties or wild
yeasties. I went to bed (now well past 10 pm)
with fingers crossed. (To be continued next
month)…..

without putting your hard earned cash on the
line. Never had a Pumpkin beer? Chances
are you’ll get one during the course of the
year. Were you curious about that Chai
Smoked Baltic Porter but didn’t think you’d
like to drink 22 ounces of it on a lark? Why
not share the bottle with the whole club via
the Secondary?
With a little bit of diligence and some careful
tasting, not only will you quickly discover
what you like in a beer, but also expand your
palate and beer knowledge so that the next
time you’re choosing something to drink at a
store or a bar, you feel confident about what
you’re getting and that you’ll enjoy it!
Here’s to the Secondary, the best job in the
Foam Rangers and thanks for letting me
serve you over the past year.

Your 2012 Foam Ranger Occifers
Two electronic mailing lists are available for you to obtain
information about club-related activities. If you want to participate in discussions about the club, subscribe to the foamrangers list. However, if you prefer to just keep up with the
important announcements from the Waz, subscribe to the
foam-rangers-announce list instead.

Wee Wazoo

Jaime “Mojo” Robles

Secondary Fermenter

Bev “Cart Pusher” Blackwood II

Scrivener

Jaime “Other Jaime” Ortiz

To subscribe to the discussion list, send a message to

Purser

Sharon “Pay your f’ing dues” Hayes

foam-rangers-join@foamrangers.com;

Brewsletter Editor

Alex “La Roux” Cresswell

Competition Coordinator

David “DR12” Rogers

Dixie Cup Coordinator

Bev “Again” Blackwood II

Food God

Erik “Pommes Frites” Ribeiro

Bozo Head of Special
Events

Scott “I get lost in this shop” Birdwell

Database Guru

David Cato

Webmaster Guru

Beto Zuniga

Was Waz

Kyle “I’m f’ing done!” Jones

To subscribe to the announcement list, send an email to
foam-rangers-announce-join@foamrangers.com
You do not need to subscribe to both, as all announcements
sent to the announcement list will also be sent to the discussion list.
You will receive a reply from the server with instructions for
confirming your subscription. Follow the instructions to complete the subscription process.
Once your subscription is confirmed, you will receive a reply
with the guidelines for the list you just subscribed to, including
instructions for unsubscribing in the future.

Membership Fees: (per year) $30.00 Individual / $40.00 Family
Paid between December 1 & December 31 $25.00 / $35.00 (Pay early and save!)
Paid between January 1 & March 31
$30.00 / $40.00
Paid between April 1 & June 30
$25.00 / $35.00
Paid between July 1 & September 30
$20.00 / $30.00
Paid between October 1 & November 30
$30.00 / $40.00 (Includes the next year!)
Please make checks payable to: The Foam Rangers
Bring this form (and your payment) to the next club meeting, drop it off at DeFalco’s or send it to:
The Foam Rangers, 9223 Stella Link, Houston, Texas 77025-3401

